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Abstract. This paper presents MetaTrans, a meta-search engine for online
dictionaries. With this software, users are able to find translations in a
number of online dictionaries simultaneously. The MetaTrans features
a web interface which is easy to use. The modular design of the tool
enables adding support for more online dictionaries with minimal effort.
MetaTrans also utilizes information from text corpora, WordNets and a
morphological analyzer.

1 Introduction
There are many freely available online dictionaries on the web which contain
large vocabularies for many language pairs. While common terms are often
well covered by each of these dictionaries, the coverage of specialized terms
and phrases differs from dictionary to dictionary. An obvious step for a user
who did not find a translation of an unknown term in their dictionary is to look
into another one. This may mean that the term needs to be searched for multiple
times in many different dictionaries until a satisfying translation is found. This
can be a tedious and time-consuming process.
We present a system which acts as a meta-translator for a virtually unlimited
number of online dictionaries. If a user looks for a translation of term X from
language A into language B, the system operates as follows. First, a list of online
dictionaries is determined which support translating from A to B. Then each of
these dictionaries is searched for a translation of X. The results are merged and
returned to the user.
Five online dictionaries are currently supported by the MetaTrans. However, as long as the design of the system is fully modular, it is very easy to add
support for more online dictionaries.
The MetaTrans back-end is freely available on CPAN1 . The MetaTrans
web application can be accessed at http://metatrans.fi.muni. z/ with
some restrictions when used on computers outside Masaryk Universite. These
restrictions are specified later in this paper.
1

http://sear h. pan.org/author/JANPOM/MetaTrans-1.04/bin/metatrans
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Fig. 1. MetaTrans main window

2 MetaTrans
MetaTrans is written in pure Perl using object oriented programming. For each
online dictionary, a simple object class needs to be created which implements
two methods – create_request and process_response.
The create_request method accepts three parameters – the term to be translated, the source language and the destination language. It returns a HTTP request which the given online dictionary will respond to with the appropriate
list of translations. For example, to translate the word pes from Czech to English
using the slovnik.seznam. z online dictionary, the following HTTP GET request is required: http://slovnik.seznam. z/sear h.py?wd=pes&lg= z_en.
The process_response method also accepts three parameters – the response
from the online dictionary, the source language and the destination language.
The response is returned as an HTML page. The method is responsible for
extracting the translations from the HTML code. This can be done either by
using regular expressions or using an HTML parser. A relevant part of the
response to the request specified above is shown in Fig. 2 The process_response
method is responsible for converting it into the list of pairs which is shown in
Fig. 3
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Additional information is sometimes provided with a translation which
specifies the senses of the terms. For the sake of consistency, this information
should always be enclosed in parentheses. The process_response method
is responsible for the appropriate conversion if necessary. In the previous
example, the translations are already in the correct format. However, if we had
something like pes – lovecký instead of pes (lovecký) we would need to convert it.
Apart from the two above mentioned methods, the object class also has to
contain a constructor which sets the meta-data of the given online dictionary,
such as name and list of supported language pairs.

<li> <strong> <a href="sear h.py?lg= z_en&wd=pes">pes</a></strong> &nbsp;-&nbsp;
<a href="sear h.py?lg=en_ z&wd=tyke">tyke</a> </li>
<li> <strong> <a href="sear h.py?lg= z_en&wd=pes">pes</a></strong> &nbsp;-&nbsp;
<a href="sear h.py?lg=en_ z&wd=poo h">poo h</a> </li>
<li> <strong> <a href="sear h.py?lg= z_en&wd=pes%20%28love k%C3%BD%29">pes
(love ký)</a></strong> &nbsp;-&nbsp; <a href="sear h.py?lg=en_ z&wd=hound">hound</a>
<a href="./sound/A/A22051.WAV" title="P°ehrát zvuk"><img sr ="http://1.im. z/sl/repro.gif"
width="13" height="13" alt="" lass="repro" /></a> </li>
<li> <strong> <a href="sear h.py?lg= z_en&wd=pes%20%28t%C3%A9%C5%BE%20p%C5%99en.%29">pes
(téº p°en.)</a></strong> &nbsp;-&nbsp; <a href="sear h.py?lg=en_ z&wd=dog">dog</a>
<a href="./sound/A/A1331.WAV" title="P°ehrát zvuk"><img sr ="http://1.im. z/sl/repro.gif"
width="13" height="13" alt="" lass="repro" /></a> </li>

Fig. 2. Response sample for slovnik.seznam. z

With the object classes for the online dictionaries, it is already straightforward to search for translations. For a given language pair (A, B) and the input
term X, each dictionary is queried for the list of translations of X. In order to
speed up the process a new thread is spawned for each dictionary so that all of
them can be queried at the same time. When all the responses are retrieved, the
results are merged. If the same translation is obtained from multiple sources, it
is only displayed once and it is associated with the list of dictionary icons, in
which it was found. This is useful information for the user. The more sources
of the translation the more likely it is that the translation is correct. If on the
other hand, the translation is only found in a single dictionary, it may be that
the translation is incorrect or inappropriate.

pes
pes
pes
pes

- tyke
- poo h
(love ký) - hound
(téº p°en.) - dog

Fig. 3. The result of processing the response sample
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2.1 Sorting
MetaTrans supports two types of sorting the retrieved translations – alphabetically and by average position in the source dictionaries. The alphabetical
sorting uses the relevance of the left side to the searched term as the primary
criterion. With the left side we refer to the term in the source language. The
relevance is determined using the following three rules:
1. The terms which are identical with the searched term are the most relevant.
2. The terms which contain the searched term as a substring are more relevant
than the ones which do not contain it (doggie is more relevant to dog than
hound is).
3. The more words in the term the lower relevance (big dog is more relevant to
dog than big bad dog is).
The terms within the groups with the same relevance are sorted alphabetically,
primarily by the left side, secondarily by the right side.
The next supported sorting is by average position and this is the default one.
This is based on the assumption that the source dictionaries return the most
usual or the most appropriate translations first (at the top). This is the most
practical ordering for most users. The sorting by average position attempts to
maintain this ordering. For each of the retrieved translations T, and for each
source dictionary D, the position (rank) of the T is found within the translations
returned by D. If the translation is not found in the list, the position behind the
last translation returned by D is used. The positions are then averaged across
the dictionaries used. The translations are sorted by the average position.
2.2 Filtering
Several filtering options are available in MetaTrans. The names of the options
are mostly self-explanatory. We will therefore only demonstrate the effect of the
most important ones on one example. Let us suppose that for a query dog, the
translation of the following terms were found: dog, doggie, dog bite, bad dog, bad
doggie, hound. The results of the filtering are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. The effects of filtering options for the input term dog
option
exact match
match expression at start
match expression anywhere

match at word boundaries
no
dog
dog
dog bite
dog bite, doggie
dog, dog bite, bad dog dog, doggie, dog bite, bad dog,
bad doggie
yes
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Fig. 4. Word sketches and WordNet information for shine

2.3 Additional Resources
MetaTrans can display additional information of various kinds for the retrieved
translations. If the user clicks on a term, they are presented with the Word
Sketches for the word, with the information from WordNet and with the
morphological analysis of the word. Each of these resources is, however, only
available for a limited number of languages.
A word sketch [1] is a summary of a word’s grammatical and collocational
behavior. Word sketches can be produced automatically from large annotated
corpora using the Sketch Engine [2]. The collocates in the word sketches table
displayed by the MetaTrans can be clicked on in order to display concordances
from a text corpus (see Fig. 5). The concordances serve as usage examples of the
given word in relation with the collocate.
The word sketches in the MetaTrans are available for Czech, English and
French. The British National Corpus [3] is used for English, the Czech National
Corpus for Czech. A web derived corpus is used for French. Since the last
release of MetaTrans, word sketch tables were developed for a number of
additional languages. These will be utilized in the next MetaTrans version. Due
to license restrictions, the word sketches information is only available if the
MetaTrans is accessed from the Masaryk University network.
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Fig. 5. Contexts for shine in relation with torch from the BNC

WordNet [4] is a well-known lexical database which was originally developed for English. In the EuroWordNet project, WordNets were produced for
several European languages and linked together. MetaTrans provides web access to the English, Czech and French WordNets.
For Czech words, morphological analysis is available which is provided by
the web interface of the morphological analyzer ajka [5].

3 Conclusion
We have presented the multilingual meta-translator MetaTrans, a system for
parallel searching in multiple online dictionaries. It has a convenient web
interface which is easy to use especially for non-technical people. Its parallel
processing of the online resources makes MetaTrans reasonably fast. Modular
design enables using additional online dictionaries with very little effort.
MetaTrans is completely language independent and can be used for translating
between any pair of languages, as long as an online dictionary exists for the
language pair.
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Apart from the data from the online dictionaries, different kinds of language
resources are used, such as word sketches, WordNets and a morphological
analyzer. This makes MetaTrans unique resource for a wide range of users.
Its large vocabulary also makes MetaTrans a valuable dictionary for obtaining
specialized terminology.
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